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now dare to take a stiffer tone toward Germany. It created
a new Boulangism without Boulanger, But the French
ministry knew that the enthusiasm of the Paris populace
was premature. They knew that it takes two to make an
alliance or even an entente, and that the ceremonial cour-
tesies of Kronstadt still fell far short of a signed and bind-
ing agreement. They therefore hastened to propose an alli-
ance: the two governments should agree to consult with
one another in case of any danger, and to mobilize simul-
taneously the moment any one of the Triple Powers should '
mobilize; the conditions of their simultaneous mobilization
could be worked out by an understanding to be reached by
the Russian and French General Staffs.18
But Giers, fearful that the French might have aggressive
designs for recovering Alsace-Lorraine, wished to make the
agreement vague and to extend its application beyond
Europe to such places as Africa and China where peace
might be threatened. It was only after several weeks that
the French were able to secure a written accord in the fol-
lowing form:
"1. In order to define and consecrate the cordial under-
standing [Entente Cordiale] which unites them, and in their
desire to contribute with one accord to the maintenance of
peace, which is the object of their sincerest wishes, the two
Governments declare that they will confer on every question
of a nature to threaten the general peace.
"2. In case this peace should actually be in danger, and
especially in case one of the two parties should be threatened
by aggression, the two parties agree to come to an under-
standing on the measures which the realization of that
eventuality would make it necessary for both Governments
to adopt immediately and simultaneously."19
The rather vague and very limited character of this
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